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The object of this study was to investigate the temporary and

cumulative effects of expoeure to bright sunlight on night vision.

.SUmRY

1. Exposures to ordinary sunlight produce temporary and

cumulative effects on night vision. A single exposure or two or three

hours delays the onset of rod dark adaptation by ten minutes or more,

and slows the process itself so that the normal night vision threshold

is not reaohed for several hours.

2. After repeated daily exposures to sunlight, the delay in

reaching the normal threshold persists overnight. The threshold, after

complete dark adaptation, rises higher each day for about ton days.

It then remains at the higher level.

3. This elevated threshold corresponds to an average deter-

ioration of about fifty per cent in visual acuity, range or visiblity,

contrast discrimination, and in the frequency of picking up a target

when it is barely visible. The effect shows considerable individual

variation, but the average loss in nitht vision is nearly the same as

Is suffered by flying at 12,000 feet at night without oxygen.

4. This chronic effect does not disappear even after ten days

of protection from sunlight.

5. Sunglasses should be used by all persons who, while

working in bright sunlight during the day, will be expected to perform

critical night duties soon afterward. Adequate sunrlases are those

k ... . .. .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. :L. .. .. ... .. . in l lr l , . ... . .. . . .. . . .. . . ...-



which transmit at most ten per cent of the visible light; however, for

general service conditi a.s this may have to be raised to 10 to 15% trans-

mission.

1, MACKOROUND

Reports from North Africa and the South Pacific have suggested

that night vision deteriorates after exposure to the strong sunlight onl

beaches, water, and par'icoularly on coral Islands* These reports have

been confirmed by the study of fifty cases of night blindness in 1.he

Turkish Army, apparently due to bright light (Derman, 19431 of. also

Mcartne.-, 1943).

To test such effects several English Investigators worked one

day on the roof of the National P'.yeical Laboratory at Teddingtcn,

England, and compared the speed of their dark adaptation after exposure

to a standard illumination with a similar test after staying indoors on

a dull day. They found no silrniricant difference (k.R.L., Teddington,1' 1943). However, these negative findings are not surprising because

(a) Teddington can hardly be considered a very sunny location. and (b)

roof t'-ps generally are not regions of high reflectance.

In view of this, and of the persistence of reports from the

South Pacific, we decided to reinvestig.ate the whole question.

The problem is three-fold. rirst, Is the onset oC dark adapta-

tion delayed after exposure to bright sunlight? Second, is the process

slowed up so that the threshold is still above norm~al even after an

hour or two in darknessl Third, is the efrect of daily exposu.re cumu-



The first aspect of this problem may be answered in terms of

previous information. The speed of dark adaptation is strongly in-

fluenced by the brightness of the preceding light adaptation (Winsor

and Clark, 1936; Beoht, Haig. and Chase, 19371 1Lig, 1941). Thus

after light adaptation to eL hundred millilamberts, the rod portion of

dark adaptation appears almost at once, whereas after light adaptation

to 40,000 millilamberts, rod adaptation does not become evident for 12

minutes. However, this aspect of th, phenomenon is probably not impor-

tant in military work since it is rare that any one needs to become

dark adapted immediately after exposure to high light intensities.

Previous work also shows that after light adaptation to high

intensities the final threshold may be delayed out of all proportion to*

the delay of the onset of rod adaptation. For instance, 40 minutes after

exposure to approximately 40,000 millilamberts the eye is still about

0.3 log unit above its normal final threshold (Hecht, Haig, and Chase,

1937, Pig. 2). However, these data are fragmentary, and additional

measurements are needed. No data on the cumulative effect of sunlight

are known. 'Ne therefore decided to find out how long the final thres-

hold remains above normal after exposure to sunlight, and whether such

effects accumulate when people are exposed to sunlight day after day.

II. APPARATUS AID ) ILTODS

The arrangements for the experiment were simple. Two commun-

ioating rooms were made completely light-proof and supplied with ade-

quate ventilation by means of a blower andiduots. One served as a ready

room, the other as a testihg room. F.ntrance to the ready room from the
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outer hallway to by means of a as light-trap. 77he room was iluin-

aIted with very dim red light, and had 14 comfortable chairs, for the sub-

,act* to lit In while becoming dark adapted. The entrance from this

ready room to the testing room was through a maze. The testing room

had a few benches to receive the subjects awaiting their turn at the

instruments.

The masurements were sade with two Fecht-Shlaer Adapt omters,

'Jodel 3, such as are in regular use by the Royal Canadian Navy. Both

were arranged to measure the binocular threshold of a retinal area

70 above the fovea. and 30 In diameter flashed for 1/5 second. One

instrument used only blue light or dominant X 480 =~up the ot-1her used

white light. Since the Intensities are given as iicro-microlambsrts

in terms of photopic brightness.* the threshold values on the two instru-

ments will not be the ame. because of the Purkinje phenomenon. ".1b

made many comparisons of the thresholds of' the 3-1-M people orx both

instruments, and found the average threshold to be 1.20 log units

higher' on the white instrument, with little variation from this averaLPe.

All measurements in this report will be referred to the blue Instrument

I regardless of which instrument was used In the experiment, With only a
very few exceptions, a subject was always measuared with the ame instru-

Ment.

in determining a threshold the operator controls the britt-

des& of the stimulus by means of a neutral wedge, while the subjeot oper-

&tos the shutter. The wedge is first set to give a brIrghtness about 1

log unit above threshold. T1'Is is seen by the subject, and the briehtness

-4-



Is then reduced in steps of 0.5 to 0.2 log unit, until he falls to see

even a faint flash of light. With the threshold roughly determined in this

way, the opeator varies the brithtness in a.random way above and below

the threshold, always by even tenths of a log unit. The point at which

about 3 out ofr 5 exposures are detected as flashes of light is chosen as

the thr-1s:11.

The following sample case will illustrate the proced'are.

At 2.4 log uul the subject saw 2 out of 2 flashes; at 2.3, 3 out of 3; at

2.2, 2 out or 4; at 2.1, 1 out of 4; and at 2.0, 0 out of 2. The

threshold, as defined, obviously lies between 2.2 and 2.3; in this case

it is nearer 2.2, which is therefore chosen.

After a minute's rest, the .rooodure is repeated and the

threshold redetermined, Usually the two sgroed to 0.1 log unit.

Occasionally, the difrerenoe between the t.o -eas-Arements vas greater

than 0.1 log unit; more determinations were m.de after a lon,er rest,

until a satisfactory threshold was obtained.

III. Tlt COURSE 0F DARK AD&LYATION r)LL0(M!" MIMI 0r(3TOoR L.IGirr

Preliminary to the work at Camp Lejeune,- experiments were

conducted in New York on the efrect on dark adaptation of exposure to

bright sky. The subjects were adapted by looking at tho sky for periods

.oftfrom 4 minutes to an hour. rrevious to this, in somo cases, the

subjects were sent outdoors for 2 hours, with instructions to look at

the sky as much as possible. The brijhtness varied from 3,000 to 12,000

millilamberts, the limiting f'actor )n.-1n the siu.1ject's ability to look

at the light without ,indue pain. One ore'only was usixally adapted in

the final stare, since this reduced the disconmfrt, and made it possible



ROME

to 1ookat brighter light. "onocilar observation vas possible because

the Reaht-Shlaer Kodel I Adaptometer wias used,* Seven subjects vwre

measured, giving a. total of 12 dark adaptaticn cu.rves, iestandng from

one minute to at least 2 hours In the dark. Both rod and cone thres-

holds were obtainad.

At Camp Lejaune, a further study of conparatively short ex-

posures to bright light was made, sing 5 subjects in a total of 15

experiments. the brightness of the sky to which t !* subjects were

adapted varied from 3,500 to 16,000 millilamberts. atd the time from

2 to 35 minutes. For comparison, dark adaptation cuzr-is were obtlined

after exposure to 5 and to 50 millilamberts for short periods of time*

In each case, the threshold after I hour dark adaptation was obtained

before the start of the light adaptation experiment. If the subjects

had to be outdoors before this initial reasure. ent. they wore red

goggles to prevent uncontrolled exposure to high *brirhtness.

In Prig. 1 are shown the s ignIf icant parts of four representa-'

tive dark adaptation curves with one eubeet; tqaause of the long timeI intervals the abscissas are on a logarithm~ic scale. and the early por-
tions of the data have been , itted. Since the reasuroments were made

on different days, the curves are adj sted so that the Initial threi-

hold before light adaptation Is the same for all. vTote that arter 60

minutes light adaptation to 50 millilamberts, recovery is com~plete after

40 minutes In the dark, whereas even a two minute exposure to 7,000

milltlautberts prolonged the recovery time by at least 10 minutes. After

-6-
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light adaptation for 15 minutes to 6,000 millilamberts, it took over two

hours for the yes to recover completely. And after a 30 minute adapta-

tion to 3,500 millilamberts it was over 5 hours before the threshold

returned to normal.

Table I sunarise8 the main features or the Camp Lejeune and

the New York experiments. Since different subjects were used in the

various tests, and there is considerable individual variation, the re-

sults for different times and brightness are not. directly comparable.

However, it is clear enough that after exposure to bright skylight dark

adaptation is considerably delayed. Far from being over in 30 minutes.

dark adaptation may not be complete for two hours. An average of all

the measurements in Table I shows that after 30 minutes, the threshold

is 0.48 log unit ,bove normal; after an hour it still has 0.20 lor unit

to Sol and even after two hours the threshold is still 0.1 log unit above

nornal. These values in log units correspond to the threshold being

200. 60, and 26 per cent above normal.

IV. PRELIIMARY EXPERtIMEiS 0ON PR0L0NIGED EXFOSJRE rO SU.'LIGIT

These results are supported by neasurements -do at Camp Le-

Jeune early in September preliminary to the main experiments to be de-

scribed in the next section of this report. Each subject had his thres-

hold measured, usually in the morning. after one hour dark adaptation.

The group .,%s then transported to flew River Inlet on the Atlantic Ocean,

and spent several hours on the beach in the sunlight. Vo special rotine

-7-
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was provided, except that the subjects were requested not to shut their

eyes or avoid the glare. After two to five hours the group returned to

the laboratory and immediately entered the ready room. Each subject

was then tested after various lengths of time in the dark. The subjects

then left the building, but wore red goggles. They returned later, and

were again measured after an hour's dark adaptation. With four groups

we were also able ne-t morning to measure the final threshold after one

hour of dark adaptation.

Table 11 gives the results. It contains the nunber of sub-

jects in each group, the time of exposure, and the average brightness

of sky, water, and sand. The results are stated as the average rise in

threshold compared to the threshold before exposure following a dark room

stay 6f'an hour. It is clear that exposure to sunlight delays the course

of dark adaptation. After an hour the threshold is still between 0.12

and 0.27 log unit above normal, and there seems to be some residual

effect even after several.hours, and perhaps even overnight.

V. FINAL EXPER hNTS AT CWIP LUJEUNS

After these measurements, we set up a series of systematic

experiments to determine whether daily exposure to sunlight produced

any cumulative effects on night vision. The experiments involved two

groups of menj one was protected from sunlight and served as controls,

while the other was exposed daily to sunlight for comparison. At reg-

ular intervals the thresholds of the men were determined after an hour

-8



of dark adptation. It was soon apparent that there was indeed a ouwmu-

lative effect of the daily exposures.

1. Procedure

We worked with 51 volunteers fron a group of petty oftfiere

in the Coast Muard detachment at Camp Lejeune. A larer number of men

had their thresholds measured on two successive days we then elimin-

ated those with poor night vision, and those who were poor observers.

?he remaining 51 were divided into two section.

One group of 20 men was kept at indoor tasks to prevent ex-.

posure to bright light. They were issued reS dark adaptation goggles,

which they wore whenever they went outdoors d.riuu -,e d,. Saturday

afternoons and Sundays they were free to to outdoors more often, but
were instructed to wear ,og &les as much as possi$ble. ?hii Lroup served

as a control.

The other group of 31 men wo sennt outdoeors every day except

Sunday to the beach near New River rnlet, on the Atlantic Ocean. On

sunny days near noon. the illumtnation was about 10.00O f t-candlos

but because the *and was rather dark -- hevinr a ref!ectance or 0.3 at

best -- the brightness of the beach was less than 3,00"1 millilamborts.

Viewed from the beach the water was %,sually darker than the sand. The

sky varied from about 500 to 15,000 millilamberts derondin, on the

weather and on the position of the sun. At the beach the men pla-ed,

swam. or walked. They did not cInse their eyes, or rro-toot them from

-9-



the litht in any way. During the first two weeks the men were exposed

to the sun for about 4 hours, of which 2 hours were spent in an open

boat going to and from the beach. The boat left at 9030, returning at

11 t30 f or d inner. The men then went out again about 1:16S, returning at

330.o Later arrangements were made for the noon meal at the beach*

and the subjects thus had about 6 hours exposure, of which only 1 was

spent In transit*

It was not possible to neasevre all the men every day. The

two groups were therefore divided into three sections each, and the

measurentents were rotated for the sections. Ca11inr, the sunlitht

scotions X1, X2. and X3, and the irdoor sections Cl, C2, and C3 we ar-

ranged the following sequence. Sect ions XI and Cl wore measurod Istonday

morning. Vondfy aftornoon, and Tuesday morning. Sections X2 and C2

were measured Tuesday morning and after.i-ion and Wednasd.-y morning.

Sect ions X3 and C3 were measured Wednesday morninG and afternoon and

Thursday morning. It was then again the time for X1 and Cl, and they4 were measured Thursday morning and afternoon AMi Friday mnorning. Jeri-

day morning X2 and C2 were, again measured and the routine continued.
Thus each section was meftsured twice a week in the sequence morning,-

afternoon-morning.

The subjects were dark adapted ror one hour bef'ore their

thresholds were ,,efsured. During the last 10 days thjresho.lds wort, &'so

taken after 1/t hour or' adaptation. In the arternonn, after the ,nasure-

ments of the sunlight subjeotri* they left for supper, but wore their red



goggles, and returned immediately for another hour of dark adaptation

arA another masurement 9 The next morning. 1A/ hour "n 1 hour thresholds

were also obtained. Thu3 the recovery from exposure could be measured at

1Ab hour, 1 hour, 3 hours, and 17 hours.

*Those procedures began September and continued through So -

tember 30. After the morning measurements on Septemb~er 30, the indoor

and sunl ight groups were exchanged. The -on who I-ad been going outdoors

every day, t*-a X group. now remained indoors, Te C group, on the othor

hend, took off their goggles and went outdoors on the beach. This con-

tinued until October 10 when the experi5mnt is termirAted. The measure-

ments or the whole experiment are given in the Appendix.

2. Cumulative Effects

The !lmplest way of finding out whether daily exposure to

sunlight produced any cumulative effect on ight vision is to study the

morning one-hour threshold after a night's sleep and before any exposure

to sunlight, rrom the detailed data in the Appendix we give in Table III

these morning measurementsa.

There are several ways In which these measurements may be

treated, from following each small Croup to makinij weekly averages of

all groups. We have tried a number of ways, and find that the results

are much the sam any way the data are examineds compa3red to the control

group.* the sunlight groups shows a steady rise In threshold 'ulhioh reaches

a maximaum in about ten days, and then remains rourhly constant. A simple

way of demonstrating this is as follows.



It is appareait from Table III that after the first two days,

we measured 2 sunlight Froups and 2 control groups each day, except at

the beginning and end of the week when only one group each was measured.

In the table we have combined the measurE:.-ents of the daily two groups;

these are in coluans5 and 9 and they are shown graphically in Fig. 2.

The data for the sunlight group and for the control group are drawn sep-

arately.

Initially the two groups more selected so as to hav almost

identical thresholds; actually they difrered by only C.02 log unit.

After this almost identical beginning, the morning thresholds of the two

groups follow divergent courses. The control group threshold decreases,

at first rapidly and then more slowly, while the sunlight group threshold

rises rapidly and then settles to a level maintained approximately.

The decrease in the control group represents the improvement

which comes with practice in meaaaaments by untrained Individuals.

It occurs regularly, qnd is of the same order of ma-nitude as found here.

*This is i .wa by the threshold data for 37 aviation cadets at Randolph

Field who were measured over a period of weeks; their learning" curve

is included in Fig. 2 for comparison. The control group continued to

show a slight improvement as long as it stayed indoors.

The sunlight group, on the other hand, began to show higher

thresholds a week after the start of the experiment, eve though 4 of

these days had been overcast or rainy. At t'. end of 2 weeks, the aver-

age threshold of the sunlight group came down slightly and then levelled

orf.

-12-
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When the groups were reversed on SeFte, ber 30 the old control

group threshold (now the sunlight group) beGan to rise. After 3 days of

bright sunlight the rise was almost 0.1 log unit and further exposure

caused only a slight additt.nal rise. The original s ilight group (now

the indoor group) showed practically no ohange for the 10 dasy they were

indoors.

In making a quantitative estimnate of the atAnges caused by

sunlight, we must include the improv,. ient in threshold shown by the control

group. There is no reason to suppose that the sunlight group did not

improve in a similar way; indeed this is apparent from. the behavior

of the first few points of this group, which show a decrease. Thus

the control data form a base line for the sunlirht data; this is In-

dicated by the dotted line under the sunlight measurem ents.

Another way to show the ou' lative effect of exposure to sun-

light is to comparo the distribution of thresholds betore the experi-

ment with those after the two groups diverged. In Fi. 3 these compar-

isons are made, the sunlight group being drawn on the left, the indoor

group on the right. Since the number of subjects is s.all, 2 thresholds

from successive morning meaesewnts are included for each subject. This

brings the total number of measurements to 60 for the sunlight, and 40

for the indoor group.

As before, the sunlight group shows a sm all but definite rise

in threshold after 9 days outdoors even though 4 of these days were over-

cast. The indoor group shows a decrease of about the sume magnitude.

-13-
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When the means of the two groups are compared, the sunlight group is

found to be lower than the control by 0.02 log unit at the start., but is

0.12 log unit higher after exposure. This change of 0.14 log unit is

equal to 4.3 times the stidard error of the difference between the two

means after exposure. The probability that this difference is due simply

to chance is therefore about 0.00002, and the difference is c'-tinly

significant by this test.

3. Daily Effects

The measurements in the Appe .dix may also be used to define

more continuously than in Section III the changes in night vision which

occur in the course of the day as the result of the exposure to sun-

light .on that day. For 9 days between September 26 and October 5 for

each group which was exposed to sunshine, we measured the threshold

after one hour dark adaptation in the morning before the exposures in

the afternoon after returning from -e beach, in the evening after supper.

the next morning before exposure to sunlight. Similarly with each in-

door group we measured the one-hour threshold in the morning, in the

afternoon, and next morning.

The averages of these 9 series of determinations are shown on

Fig. 4. It is apparent that the one-hour threshold is raised by 0.14

log unit due to sunlight, and that this rise does not completely disap-

pear until some time in the night. By the next morning the one-hour

threshold is practically the same as the day before.

-14-
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Vi. MAENINGS

From all of those experiments ie may conclude two things. One

i that night vision is interfered with significantly but not drastically

for a period of several hc.:rs after a single prolonged exposure to sun-

light. The other is that daily exposures to sunlight produce a cumulative

chronic effect on night vision which after ten days has about the same

magnitude as the maximal temporary effect of a single exposure.

These disturbances, though not spectacular, are real and signi.

ficant. They could easily be made more striking by considering what hap-

pens after half-hour dark adaptation. However, half-houar thresholds after

sunlight, while interesting, physiologically, have no great meaninF for

servioe conditions. The advantage of measuring hour thresholds is that

dark adaptation is complete and if one finds an influence of sunlight

on them, one can be sure that results are meaningful.

We may now consider what changes these threshold rises produce

in night visual performance. The average morning threshold rose nearly

0.15 log unit above normal after ten days. Individuals varied in this

respecti some showed only a slight rise, while 12 out or 30 men thowed

rises of 0.21 to 0.50 log unit. Calling the average rise of 0.15 log

unit the chronic effect, we must remember that on any riven evening there

will be also a temporary effect due to the exposre to sunlight on that

day,. In the early part of the night, say 4 or 5 hours after exposure,

this additional effect is about 0.05 log unit, which when added to the

chronic 0.15 log unit rise gives a total rise of 0.2 log unit.

- 15 -
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Such a rise of 0.2 log unit has a substantial influence on

night visual performance. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between illumin-

ation and the frequency with which a target is seen, when it is presented

repeatedly. This relatior holds not only at the absolute threshold but

at various levels above the threshold, as has been ably dem.onstrated by

Thrtline and others. The effect of raisine. the threshold 1y 0.2 log

unit is to shift the whole curve to the right to hi&her intensitiles

by a distance of 0.2 log unit. The result of such a shift may be clar-

ified by examples.

Suppose the brightness and other conditions are such that a

normal observer can pick up a ship or-an airplane nine times out of ten.

This brightness i shown by the -3rtical line at the rirht on Fig. 5.

It is at once apparent that an observer, or, whon exposare tc sunli'ht

had produced an average ef:'ect, will be able to pick zp the same target

under the same conditions only four jr Five times out of ten. This re-

presents a loss of 50 per cent in visUal effectiveness.

Another way or showing the injury produce! by sunlight is in

Fig. 6, which reproduces Koenig's afa for the relation between visual

acuity and brightness for night vision only. The sane relationship holds

for brightness discrimination and also for the rance at whtch an object

becomes visible. The dotted line to the right or roenig's curve repre-

sents the save curve displaced 0.2 log unit to the right. At the lower

levels ropresenting dark nights and starlit nights, the shift results in

a lose in visual acuity between 0.12 and 0,25 log unit depending on the

- 16 -
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place on the curve, This is a loss varying between 32 and 78 per cent in

visual acuity, and may be rou~ghly averaged as 50 per cent.* This means

that a person affected by sunlifht has his night vision Impaired so that

his visual acuity is cut in hair, his range decrease! to haif, and the

contrast which he can just recognize be increased ty 50 per cent by comipari-

son to his normal self.

All these deteriorations in via-jal functio~n are of about th.

same order of magnitude as that suffered by an aviatcr flying at night

between 12,000 and 15,000 feet without oxygen.

VII. SUNLtIotr, ULTRAVIOLET. 'NIGh-11 VISION T-ESTS

In considering, the magnitude of sunlight er:7ects, It is Well

to raw-iiber that September and October are not very sunny mtonths at

Camp Lejeune and a number of' overcast and rainy days interrupted the

exposures. Voreover, the men were actually at the beach only 2 hours

a day for the first two weeks, and 5 hours a day later on. It m~ay be

that briehtor sunlight as in the tropics, whi's coral sand as on atollis,

and more prolonged exposures as under service conditi~ris nigtht produce

much greater effects. It would indeed be desirable to Investigate this,

because oven greater precautions might then be necessary ror protecting

Individuals who are designatod for night duty. Our experitonts alone

do not warrant extrapolation of t?.~s kind, since the Injurious effect

of exposure was just as rrat during the first two weeks as it wasn later

on even thouth the exposlures were shorter in the beginning,. Clearly fur-

I thor work is indicated.
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mehaiM l it to not our object to Inquire into the physiological
mecanimsinvolved, wuare inclined to believe that it is the visible

part' or the radiation tast is effective* Ultraviolet 40orms only a small

part of the radiation reaching the cornea, and while it can burn this

part of the eye, an In snow blindness, it does not reach the retina to

any appreciable extent,, because of the great absorption of the lens and

eye media. Neertheless, If any frther sunlight studies are made, It

would be well to exclude the ultra-violet, merely to htave the informa-

tion *

Inira-red rays, thourph they comprise over half the radiation

on a sunny day and do get through to the retina, are probably also not

responsible. We know of no evidence that infra-red radiation is hwrmftul

unless -many times as intense as it is -in the brithtest daylight. There

are cases reported of retinal burns from starinr at the suan, but this

did not occur In our experiments.

Usually there are no service conditions in which one is requaire6

to become dark adapted immediately after exposure to sunlighto However,

there is a situation In which this happens crie - leserves to be

pointed out. This is during measurements for the classification or per-

sonnel for night visual capacity. Such tests are most often node during

posure, to sunlight, or even to a very brivht sky, Irniiriduals may show

spuioulyhigh thresholds In their tests, especially if they have been

givn olyhalf-hour dakadaptation.



It would not be surprising if this were a factor in some of

the curious results occasionally obtained in surveys of nilrht vision and

in studies of test-retest o6rrelation of various testing devices.

VII. TIM USE OF SUNGIASSES

There exists an axtremely simple preventative for avoiding

the ill efrects of exposure to sunlight, namely adequate sunglasses.

Not merely sunglasses, but adequate sunglasses.

The best known and most expensive sunglasses now available are

designed for maximum transmission of visable radiation, while cutting

out as much as possible of the ultra-violet and infra-red. As a result,

they transmit 50 or even 75 per cent of the light. Such sunrlasses would

be of little value in preventing injury to nirht vision.

Adequate protection ordinarily can be afforded by glasses having

10% light transmission, but, to meet general service requirements,

transmission may have to be set at the slightly higher level of 10 to

156%. On the bright tropic atolls and in the sunny, snow covered regions,

it would be better to have them transmit no more than 5 per cent of the

light. Such glasses would transmit ample light for virtually maximum

visibility, provided the day is moderately bright. Naturally they

should not and need not be worn on heavily overcast days, indoors, or

at night.

tunllasses should be secured and distributed to all persons

who, while working In bright sunlight during the day. will be expected

to perform night duties soon afterward. It should be remembered that

whereas the transient effect of exposure to sunlight disappears over-

night, it has a chronic cumulative effreot, which does not disappear

- 19 -



even after ten days protection.

As a guide to what we call "bright sunlight" the subjective

response is probably reliables light which causes squinting or dis-

comfort fails in this oate;;orye

The measuremeonts were made at Court House P~ay in a building

of the Coast Guard Detachment.* To Lieutenant Comander Eugene Kiernan,

USCGS the Commnding Officer, we express our thankcs for putting the

necessary space at our disposal and for supplying~personnel and facilities

without which the experiments could not have been accomplished.
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Table III

Morning Thresholds after one Hour in Darkness

Date X-I I - 2 X -.3 Averag ot X Groups C- I C- 2 C 3 Average of C Orour

Sept. 5 2.27 2.25 2.30 2.27 2.29 2.26 2.31 2.29
6 2.23 2.24 2.29 2.25 2.29 2.22 2.A9 2.27
7 2.30 2.20 3.25 2.26 2.29 2.2S
a 2.23 2.25 2.24 2.28 2.27 2.27
9 2.24 2.21

11 2.24 2.24 2.23 2.22
12 2,26 2,27 2.26 2.23 2.20 2.22
13 2.32 2.25 2.29 2,28 2.31 2.29
14 2.32 2.32 2.32 2.16 2.16 2.16
15 2.36 2,29 2.32 2.18 2.28 2,23
16 2,25 2o26
18 R,44 2,35 2.24 2.25
19 2.22 2.47 2.34 2.18 2.25 2.22
20 2.27 2.31 2.29 2,23 2.25 2.24
21 2,28 2.32 2.30 2.32 2.21 2.26
22 2,27 2.31 2.29 2.17 2.18 2.18
23 2.25 2.14
25 2.28 2,27 2.23 2.18
26 2,24 2.29 2.26 2.21 2.16 2.19
27 2.12 2.34 2.23 2.13 2.16 2.14
28 2.17 2.22 2.20 2.09 2.21 2.15
29 2.27 2.32 2.29 2.28 2.12 2.20
30 2.36 2.15

Oct. 1 X Groups come indoors; C Sroups Co out to beaoh.

2 2.27 2.16
3 2.22 2.22 2.22 2,25 2.31 2.28
4 2628 2.35 2.31 2.31 2.20 2.26
8 2e14 2040 2.27 2.22 2.28 2.19 2.23

6 2.18 2.25 2.22 2.27 2,29 2.23 2026
2.22 2.29

9 2.16 2.38 Beta 2,29 2,39 2.17 2.28
10 2.16 226 2436 226 2.24 2.33 2.23 2.27

_ L L • I III I I IM Il IL I
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